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Introduction
This manual is being produced by an insider in the American military secret police structure.
Although an MKUltra ‘Super Soldier’ (civilian resource, targeted individual used against his will)
the author knows an astounding amount of information about the overall system used in hiving
military and paramilitary resources (minds). I was trained by a Navy SEAL team along with some
US Air Force Space Command personnel on how to use this system. During the past several years
under constant communication with this system I’ve also communicated with private contractors
and other interesting coerced human resources used as agents. Translating verbiage along with
blended signals oriented to morse-code type patterns in a binary fashion of left and right is a
daunting and complex task. Understanding it is fairly difficult but can certainly be done. I’ve
mastered it myself and am as fluent as any resource in the American special operations military /
intelligence structure.
Silent Sentry would certainly make use of this technology, and is likely a cover for its broader
population “reality management” usage.
It helps that I have made my living as a Software Engineer for nearly 30 years and I’ve developed
and worked on many low-level communications systems including prestigious environments like
Motorola.
The AI / Synthetic Telepathy system used on the author is one of the most advanced. It should be
understood that this is extremely classified technology. As such I do not have access to manuals or
other materials. I can speak from my experience with it and what I was taught or otherwise learned
from extensive non-stop operations under it. I can only speculate that other versions of this system
do exist and that perhaps some have less capabilities than others. To my knowledge the Air Force is
the only branch of the military that has this technology. It matters not that I have never looked at a
manual. You don’t need a book or manual to learn French verbally either. In fact, learning this
system the way I did has made me extremely fluent in it, more so than having the crutch of manuals
and courses would.
-- remove for military version
If you are a targeted individual who is getting synthetic telepathy and you are configured in a
relevant way you can teach yourself the synthetic telepathy basics and techniques I am disclosing
here and use them powerfully to wreak havoc on your controllers and their system. You can trigger
security alerts or generate AI system interrogations of handlers among other things. More broadly,
all humans on the planet are now targeted individuals but they don’t know it. They exist within a
software network as computers. As such, suppose the primary language used in a network’s
applications and operating systems was C++ or Java. It would be helpful to know this language if
you wanted to hack the system, let alone try to take it down. Well, synthetic telepathy is the
language of the AI operating system and administrative neural applications of new Earth, and its

post-humans. Learning this will provide you with a powerful tool if you wished to be a true
“freedom fighter.”
So if you’re ready to learn about communicating with one’s brain and entire system via wi-fi with
other people and machines wired to do the same then lets begin.

Chapter 1
It must first be understood that there is an acquired feel to this Synthetic Telepathy which cannot be
taught. Like learning to ride a bike, or trying to describe what an orange tastes like, or speak a
language with all its nuances and shortcuts and intimations.
If one wanted to seriously communicate within the American military’s synthetic telepathy system
they would have to know the protocols involved. They’d have to practice it and develop new neural
pathways. In order to even understand the messages coming into their head accurately they would
have to understand the core principles and, further, advanced details, to really translate the
messages.
Important: Not only can communications come across in a serial fashion from a single operator but
also from numerous parties; there can also be lurkers and there are ways to flush them out.
The reader can see that this subject is identical to cryptography used in other forms of cryptic,
highly secure communications, past and present. Aspects of hacking kick in big-time here. The
implications related to national security interests are huge. Learning this system is akin to a fighter
pilot learning techniques of every nature to intercept, blend in, stalk, deceive and outmaneuver the
enemy, as well as work within and help his own team.
There’s nothing else like synthetic telepathy. Nothing! People who don’t know it and are not hived
into a team are like primitive apes! They’re thousands and thousands of years behind in comparison
to the person who is wired into “Man” aka “Him” – as long as they are being helped and supported
by “Him.” Note, the targeted individual who is a node on the human-brain-computer network only
for the purpose of being monitored and tortured via synthetic telepathy and never brought in any
further will not experience any insights into the system other than personal misery. Don’t get me
wrong. I’ve been tortured as bad or worse than any other targeted individual I know. However, I
was set up in an extremely unique role where I was supposed to be a part of the team, so I was
configured in a way where I was kind of an open node, a peer node. A great metaphor is an
impressed resource into a military unit or a pledge in a fraternity. I am beat on and treated
mercilessly but I was also thrown some perks and considered part of the team and as such under the
same hived umbrella-network. I learned and now know, as far as I can tell, virtually everything they
know outside of various transhumanist technologies and operations -- which I really don’t want to
know about any further. In past interviews and publications I’ve watched my words carefully and
stayed off certain subjects in terms of detail or importance – out of fear and common sense. I no
longer care as I’ll never get out alive.
-- remove?
The planet is being cut off from all spiritual, cosmic and organic energies. The only real ‘power’
will be the man and this is essentially, believe it or not, this AI human-control network I’m
describing, the artificial intelligence in this system which is essentially a deity in a way. We call
him “Man.” Those with insider admin type status in the system have immense power over those
who do not.

SYSTEM HIGHLIGHTS:
Imagine needing to get a written, verbal and/or visual-image based report from someone. This is no
longer needed much. If you wanted to know exactly how and what someone thought and felt –
PRECISELY – how they viewed something, or know exactly what they know now you can. Well

not you, but the officials who run the system can. A lower-level operator of the system can capture
in precise minute detail exactly what a subject is thinking and feeling about something by actually
being that person remotely from a fusion center, military base or lab or other location - even just
sitting in their car down the street. There is no ambiguity, no mistake at all about what the subject
thinks and feels. Just as an image or audio file can be saved on a computer, so can a human’s
TOTAL experience for any given period of time. Their exact mentation and emotional state.
Another human can experience this, can relive as the subject – effectively be that person
retroactively for that period of time.
If a government official wanted to know a genius’ blueprints for an invention, and also understand it
the exact same way that he does this can be done easily. Every mind can be ripped off in crystal
clear perfection. Like a virtual reality that’s beyond virtual. Imagine someone commits a crime or
knows about it. They can be interrogated by this system (and not even know it) and divulge exactly
what they know and what happened in exact unambiguous detail.
This is one reason it’s so important to understand and know Synthetic Telepathy right now even if
you aren’t actively targeted.
Can you see that the Boston Marathon ‘bombing’ was a total false-flag hoax? Half the city was put
in lockdown with darth-vader swat units shaking down innocent civilians in their own homes. How
about the poor kids who were framed for this? If this was a real event any suspect could be located
anywhere in the country instantly, knocked out electronically (or just dumbed down) then
interrogated. By the way, the cops and all other security personnel were all under mind control the
whole time, literally operated via remote control. The whole event was done remotely. False flag
and other paramilitary operations carried out by zombie 'gang-stalking' remote human control will
be discussed at the end of this manual.
You can reference your TV for by the minute episodes of this at any time e.g. Ferguson, ISIS,
Ebola, the entire War on Terror (theatre) in the middle east, the Arab Spring etc and the dissolution
of the revolution related to the Occupy movement etc circa 2010. Congress is a total mind-control
theatre of literal zombified puppets, as are judges in courts on important hearings.
-- remove for military client
It is also invaluable for professionals in the mental health field to understand this subject as there
will be a growing number of cases of ‘voice hearers’. Prisons and psych wards have victims of
abusive Synthetic Telepathy. These targeted individuals are ignorantly diagnosed with mental
disorders simply for reporting that electronic content, including synthesized live human voices, is
being interfaced with their brains.
After and during reading of this manual you are encouraged to research Synthetic Telpathy, make
notes and practice the techniques you've learned. You may want to turn on running water and
induce tinnitus in some way - perhaps through cold medicine and visualize yourself in a wall of
electricity while practicing the techniques.

Lexicon: Terminology, learning the lingo.

Basics
What it means to “KNOW” something. What it means to “SHOW” something.
“Tell me who you know.”
“Tell me what you know.”
“Show me what you do / are.”
More…
- Left-Right protocol
Under the system your brain is attuned to reading messages on its left and right sides and
combinations between these, thus a binary system is used. The good news is that it's as simple as a
basic binary system in that sense. As we all know, computers are binary, yet the building blocks of
functionality built on top of that 0 and 1 paradigm are complex. In order to effectively send
messages through the system where the system actually reads them as native message your words
should be assembled in packets in the correct format. Those with communication software
backgrounds will understand this better, but the concept is simple. You typically will mix words up
where one or more key words appear on the left side as antonyms. The reason for this is that left
side words and other communicative effects are by default false.
- What you hear first is the truth. Successive messages are false or at least the first one or two are.
So if a series of two or three messages comes in that carry a tone of importance pay attention mostly
to the first two in particular. If they contradict each other, then the first one is correct.
- Sometimes all of one side is true, and the sentence is not split across right and left spheres at all.
Look for additional layered messages hitting other parts of the body via vibrations at the same time.
Especially look for morse-code type of pulses on the opposite side of the body especially the foot.
- How to "talk" back to agents and the AI aspects of the system itself:
Introduction on pushing messages back and down:
When we speak we normally look at who we're speaking to, projecting our thoughts and speech
directly forward and out to the person(s). Even on the phone we usually visualize somehow the
person in front of us. You don't give a public speech with your back turned to the audience. The
brain is oriented to communicate in a serial fashion straight frontward outward. In Syntel we
modulate (translate) our thoughts into words or semi-emotive-words-images and push them down
and back - out the back of our necks. That sounds strange but that's how you do it. The brain is not
multiplexed to communicate this way. In the computer science world this is a whole lot like a multithreaded program running in the back of our brain - in fact you could see it as a kind of softwaremodem - and it sends 'fire and forget' threads down and out the back of our heads/necks. It is
awkward at first but in time you develop new neural pathways to do it from practicing. It then
becomes automatic and you actually can't stop.
Tapping, scratching or rubbing with your hand or foot while ‘speaking’ to reinforce or to quickly
shoot a warning or important message out. You can also generate feeling like a suppressed emotion
while ‘talking’ to add emphasis and total clarity on your wishes. This is similar to an email message
flagged as “important.”
- The prominence of masking techniques and how they relate to mental programming via key words
in MKUltra or other subjects.

-Whispering, subliminal effects and understanding true intent and meaning.
- What’s true and what’s a lie or disinformation mixture.
- Body language is huge... talk about key features of this such as looking down.
- Leading the target by posing open-ended questions and stopping after just a few words so they
start filling in the rest mentally.
- Are you sure you are willfully putting your hand over your mouth, rubbing your face, scratching
your head? Directing the subject to engage in personal movements and gestures that help reinforce
and/or have special meaning while delivering powerful subliminal messages. Example: making the
subject put his hand over his mouth signifying a secret and/or to stop thinking (‘mentally talking’)
and listen to the message while in a temporary trance they’ve been put into. This can also be done to
feign lying body language i.e. to make the system think that the subject is lying in response to a
question, if this is what's desired by the agent coordinating the subject’s movements.
- This is a neural-adaptive, predictive-programming system. The system is extremely good at
knowing your next set of thoughts / mental dialog. It can almost seem like the system is thinking for
you, but it’s just so advanced in understanding your brain and thought patterns that it accurately
presents your next most-likely thoughts. After time, the subject may get mentally lazy and atrophied
and actually rely on the computer to fill in most of their thoughts – in essence losing their creativity
and cognitive sovereignty. This point relates well to how a subject can be effectively lobotomized in
terms of their mental ‘self’ yet be totally functional and behave fine while their brain is running
entirely on the AI software.
- Symantecs: The use of acquired code words. Team members use symantec mangling words to
create special cryptic code words only they understand. Entire vocabularies unique to whatever unit
are generated by team members ad-hoc in this way. A cryptic nature of speaking is usually used.
Security
- Weak Points and ways to cause...
- Advanced techniques
--- Later Portions of Chapters / Details --Dialog patterns
- When you look down, your head is flooded with either real or fake-imposed subconscious
thoughts. They are usually negative. Looking down brings on negative thoughts. It does under this
system.
- Dialog occurs either in the left side or right side of your brain – or it feels this way. It’s very clear
as it happens.
- Left side verbiage is always false by default, unless an after-phrase of “sometimes left is correct”
is whispered. Same thing for right side except right side equals truth.

- When you get the ‘sometimes left/right side is right/wrong’ exception message it’s usually in
regard to something important they are trying to convey to you, a nugget of truth, or tip, they are
trying to slip you. You will get tons of disinfo from the handlers if you are a TI of some type, but
you can almost always trust the ‘sometimes exception’ as truth.
- Left side of head is the standard for superfluous text. If they talk to you a lot it would be
impossible for every single word to alternate from right to left, so the left side is the common
channel for regular dialog. Another type of exception is when every single word of an important
sentence is all on the left side. When this is done it’s the equivalent of the words being in bold text,
they are kind of emphasized in a way to indicate that it’s meant to all be consolidated on the left
side. However, it can still be a false statement. It could also be true too. It’s just being packed into
the left side entirely.
- Masking. The agent can mask the words by overlaying them with other words and also by
straddling the center line, trying to cross back and forth and creating confusion with synonyms and
antonyms. Also they can mess with the timing. Almost immediately after saying a word like “Yes”
on the left side which would mean “No” if it were emphasized as a left-side word, they can say
“No” which would mean “Yes”. They can also add a touch of confusion as they do this so you
can’t easily tell which it is. If you slowly replay the sentence and break it down though you can
figure it out.
- Communication can take place via vibrations from any source. They can take place from any
consistent sound around you. Crickets chirping on a summer night can be used as a medium to
communicate with you. The sound can repeat “you’re an idiot” or “dickhead” over and over etc…
or something positive. The agent also can direct left-right side communication as well by making
you chatter your teeth slightly, rubbing or scratching yourself or any object, tapping or rubbing with
your foot; by virtually *any* tactile or auditory stimuli.
- Interrogations. A subject will be interrogated with a soft, masked voice asking “tell me who you
are?” or similar question. That’s how it starts. The word ‘who’ or ‘what’ is key. “Who told
you….?”, for example. Again they will often mask this other voices and vibration-communication
running on top of it. Involuntarily, things related to what they are asking will pop up in your mind.
Ways to counter (hinder) it:
Ask questions back. Apply the Syntel protocol techniques described above if you are game to
actually learning this or already have. If not, talk verbally out loud. Do not try to talk back in your
head if you don’t know how. Important, you want to ask the question back using a combination of
the right-left pattern if using this specific synthetic telepathy protocol. Put a key antonym or
negating word on the left side. Example:
Right side: “who told you to”
Left side: “shut up”
Right: “about us?”
Keep repeating this. You can also repeat confusing phrases in a Clinton-esque kind of fashion. In
doing this, don’t worry about left-right side protocol. Just say it either out loud or internally straight
out. Examples: “I’ve said that before and so has she.” “Oh, is that right?”
You may feel the interrogator trying to pull your words to one side or another. Visualize a deep
magnetic pole or star on one side of your brain; feel it saying “false, false but is it?... you never

know, maybe there’s something on the other side? Wait… there might be something I missed,
something going on over there…” so it’s a kind of ambiguous tug-of-war. *Revert to this if the
interrogator nails you. “You never know, that may not be all there is to it…. There was something
else.” Try not to actually think, just get both hemispheres of your brain in a kind of wrestling match.
The interrogator component will always try to get you to look down and to your left – typical eye
movement for recalling the past. So try to look to your right.
If you feel your inner mental voice starting to answer a question or suddenly visualizing, thinking of
a correct response, keep your hand over your mouth or nose. This is body language for lying. Also
experiment with rubbing your finger across the cleft between your upper lip and nose (mustache
area). You may want to keep your hand over and around your nose and mouth, and also dart your
eyes around also to act like you are hiding something if they’ve pulled the truth out of you.
Still, it’s almost impossible to win. What they are seeking will always come out. Especially if you
get paranoid after a while, or just tired etc. They’ll get everything they want out of you when you
fall asleep anyway. The mind has no firewall. Sorry.
One thing though. If the subject is sleep deprived and suffering from psychological damage/torture,
then it’s a case of “garbage in / garbage out.” The system does not take into account that the
subject’s mind may be a total wreck with multiple paranoid, coping-type double-jeopardy type
complexes.
Bonus: Mind Control operations on the public, terminology, applications, “being the target.” The
awesome power of remote neuroscience and bio-nanotechnology. Remote neural tricks involving
masking and distractions, déjà-vu type impressions on the subject and other fake psi phenomena e.g.
fake synchronicities experiences, Psy-Ops techniques.

